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Leading Others Through the Barriers 


and Resistance to Change 


   


 Bridge To The Future 


Leading people in times of change is one of the 


most difficult tasks you will ever have.  It is also one 


of the most rewarding.  "Our dilemma," says 


columnist Sydney Harris, "is that we hate change 


and love it at the same time; what we want is for 


things to remain the same but get better." 


 


Helping Others Feel Comfortable With Change 


One of the first things you can do to make people more comfortable with change is to 


________________________________________________.  There isn’t anyone on this entire 


planet that hasn’t gone through change in the past ten years.  People forget that they 


have changed, because sometimes it’s just a matter of the passing of time, they don’t 


recognize how well they handled it, or they forget that ______________________.  They 


learned and grew from these major events in their lives.  


 


Game: “101 Ways I Have Gone Through Change In The Past Ten Years.”  


How do you play this game and what are the benefits to your teams and followers? 


How to play the game: ______________________________________________________ 


___________________________________________________________________________. 


The two most important benefits of the game are: 


1.                                                                           2. 
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Avoiding Comfort Zones 


Leon Martel, author of Mastering Change, The Key To Business Success, describes three 


common traps that keep us from recognizing and using change. Can you remember 


what his three points were? 


•  


•  


•  


As leader you cannot afford this kind of comfort-zone thinking.  You need to develop a 


constant flow of new solutions.  Two important questions for you to ask yourself are: 


At what level do I_________    ___________? 


About what issues do I __________     ____________? 


 


One of my favorite axiom’s is “When you’re through changing…… you’re through!” 


In order to stay on top of change, I mentioned several important philosophies/attitudes 


about change that will help you not be “through.”  Clarify the following sentences: 


• You do not have to like the change. 


• Be willing to let go of the past. 


• Have a sense of humor. 


• Expect to succeed. 


• Build a personal coping strategy. 
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These practical, common-sense actions and attitudes will sustain you as leader and will 


send a strong message of support to your followers 


 


 


 


The Fear of Change 


   


It is important to be aware of and appreciate the fear of change.  Psychologists tell us 


that our fear of change comes primarily from the loss of personal identity. When a 


major change occurs our internal dialogue sounds something like this: 


"I won't know how _____________."  


“I won't ______."  


"After this change, I ____________________________."  


These thoughts can be unsettling in the least, and, in the extreme, they can be very 


threatening feelings.  We spend most of our lives figuring out who we are, identifying 


ourselves, and staking a place in the world based on our self-perception.  So when 


someone wants us to abandon our security by altering how we perceive ourselves, we 


almost always put up barriers. 


    If you are going to succeed in helping others change, you must prevent their loss of 


self-identity by helping them find the answers to what three questions: 


1. 


2. 


3. 
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When people confront these questions and become aware of positive answers, they 


are more apt to accept and support change.  


 


 


Leadership Warning! 


 


 


Never assume that all people have the same tolerance level for change.  Outside 


appearance is not a true indicator of what someone is feeling. Some people’s 


bravado is protective armor against feelings of inadequacy or confusion.  Your 


perceptiveness and sensitivity to your follower’s feelings are very important because 


everyone has a different tolerance for amounts, levels, and intensities of change. 


What four questions can you ask to be better acquainted with their capacity to 


change?  


1. 


2. 


3. 


4. 


 


These types of questions put in a friendly inquiring manner will give you insights into their 


adaptability. You can cause upheaval and trauma if you are operating under false 


assumptions. 


 


Steps to Foster Receptivity and Openness to Change 


New information, ideas, and experience are the components on which to build an 


environment that welcomes change.  
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Add some meat to these strategies.  How can you: 


--Provide new information to expand your followers thinking? 


 


 


-Provide new information to expand their thinking? 


 


 


--Provide new experiences to build a desire for and a belief in the value of change? 


 


Leading change is like making bread…..it’s up to you to be the yeast that helps 


people rise to any situation, release creativity, and break the barriers to change.     


 


Your Commitment and Dedication 


The world has gone through more pervasive, permanent, and profound change than 


ever before in history.  Being a Change Master Leader in this environment will take all 


the talent and dedication you can muster.  


Very little is more rewarding to a leader than watching people blossom and grow and 


get past the barriers and resistance to change.  To see their faces when they 


accomplish a new task and to share their excitement when they do what they thought 


was impossible, these are the rewards of a Change Master Leader.  When you help 


other people change, grow, and discover their own potential, you have added to the 


quality of their life.  You have made a difference and served them well as leader…you 


are A New Breed Leader.  
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Dr. Sheila Murray Bethel ----------------------Leadership/Change 


Global Leadership and Change Expert, CEO Bethel Leadership Institute, 


Best Selling Author, Hall Of Fame Speaker, and Successful Entrepreneur, 


Dr. Sheila Murray Bethel’s client list reads like a Global Who's Who of 


Business, Trade Associations, Education and Government. With over 


3,000 presentations to over two million people in 20 countries, she brings; 


a broad view of current trends and relevant issues to help organizations 


maximize human resources, solve people problems and increase 


bottom line results. Business savvy and people smart, she understands how to help people be 


their best and what it takes to make a business work.  


Her latest of five books, A New Breed Of leader, 8 Qualities That Matter Most, What Works, What 


Doesn’t and Why is winning global praise such as; 


 “...uniquely in tune with the times…right book right era.”  


“…should be read by every business leader.” 


“If you wonder whether you are the kind of leader needed in the  


           twenty-first century, you’re about to find out.” 


Dr. Bethel writes for several major publications such as, The Washington Post, 


Leadership Excellence, Successful Meetings and The Sterling Report. 


In addition to wide experience in the profit and non-profit world, Dr. Bethel is advisor to the U.S 


Justice Department’s Community Capacity Development Office Leadership Academy. She 


has worked on programs with four U. S. Presidents, Governors, Members of Congress, and, and 


the Military. She served on the Board of Advisors of America’s Promise with General Colin L. 


Powel.  


Sheila holds a PhD in Communications, and has served on the adjunct faculty of Indiana 


Purdue University, San Francisco State University, and the University of Southern California. She is 


a member of the Advisory Council for Amsted University based in Malaysia. 


 


       www.bethelinstitue.com       925-935-5358       Sheila @bethelinstitute.com  
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The “S.T.A.R.” Model Helps Others Change and Grow 


 


   Bridge To The Future 


The world has gone through more pervasive, 


permanent, and profound change than ever 


before in history.  Being a Change Master Leader in 


this environment will take all the talent and 


dedication you can muster, but when you set out to 


make a difference and be a New Breed Leader 


there is no guarantee that it will be easy.  The guarantee is that by serving your people 


as a Change Master and by trying to help them learn to change, you will be making a 


difference and be one of the New Breed Leaders we need so much! 


 


The Four Global Transformational Leadership Drivers 


The 21st Century is an era of unprecedented transition.  There is great change and 


upheaval, as well as great opportunities.  The future holds enormous promise for those 


who are ready, willing, and able to embrace and maximize the four global 


transformational leadership drivers.  They affect everything you do, how your 


organization operates, and how your followers perform.  


Can you name these four drivers? 


1. 


2. 


3. 


4. 
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Leading By Example 


Of all the leadership tenets, this is number one!  It is THE most powerful way to lead.  


To be sure it is deeply embedded in your mind fill in the blank spaces. 


“We lead first by example! 


Everything we ___or __ sends 


a ________, sets a _____, 


and teaches people what to 


do or _______________________!” 


Leadership vs. Management 


As a leader you wear two hats, one as a manger and one as a leader.  To be sure you 


know exactly what you are doing and when to switch hats, here is a definition with 


which you can operate at the highest level.  It clearly defines the difference between 


Management and Leadership.  Fill in the missing word that goes with each definition. 


MANAGEMENT 


Working with people and groups to accomplish organizational goals. 


The __________ to! 


LEADERSHIP 


Influencing human behavior. 


The __________ to! 


Leadership begins within.  It is as much a philosophical approach as it is learned skills.  


For any of us to begin to enhance our roles as leaders, we must have parameters to 


work within, definitions, and a philosophy to fuel fires of leadership in our hearts and 


minds. 
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Helping Others Change and Grow 


The most important part of implementing change, helping others grow, and creating 


empowerment is to help people identify "who and what" they will ‘‘become’’ and how 


they will personally benefit. 


The S.T.A.R. Model 


for Change, Risk Taking and Empowerment 


 


Support 


 Emotional, intellectual, 


 physical, spiritual. 


Training             Confidence 


 Core competencies, 


 Best practices, 


 Quality/Service,                             Control                               Comfort  


 Customer focus     


 Value-added strategies.         


  


Acknowledgment                                                  Competence 


        Effort and results, 


        Individual and team.  


   


Reward        


 Tangible and intangible: 


 pleasure, excitement, 


 self-esteem, team spirit. 
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As you listen to the program have this diagram of the S.T.A.R model so that you can 


listen to the stories and see how the points they make fit into the whole picture. 


One of the most rewarding tasks you have as a leader is helping others accept, 


handle, and thrive on change.  When you see the light go on in their eyes and watch 


them try new things, consider new ideas, and welcome new concepts, it makes all 


your work worthwhile.  


The Most Important 21st Century Leadership Question   


   Am I a _____   ______. 


It is a tough world out there.  Your followers are bombarded with negative words, 


thoughts, and ideas from so many places.  You need to be the guiding light with 


optimism about where your organization is going and how they can make a difference 


by contribution to something worthwhile, something bigger than themselves such as 


service to clients, about making good products, and caring about and for each other. 


 


Our Global World Of Change 


Change is not new.  It is the rate of change that is affecting us so dramatically.  This 


acceleration has presented us with unique challenges.  As the rate of change 


increases, we will have to increase our willingness and our ability to adapt.  


The S.T.A.R. model crosses all boundaries of nations, work places, and peoples. You 


can use it wherever you work and live. It will help your followers grow and work their way 


through the changes we all face in this exciting century. 


We live in a world economy, a world market, and a world community.  That does not 


mean that we must lose our national identity, whatever country we are from, but it 


does mean that if we are to succeed we will have to think, act, and perceive events 


and issues from a global perspective; otherwise we will be unprepared to function and 


progress in the challenging years ahead.  
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Build A Personal Coping Strategy, Stay Grounded in the 


Midst of Change 


 


   Bridge To The Future 


 We are living in an exciting age of 


unprecedented change.  The futurists report that 


in the 50 years between 2000- 2050 we will 


experience change equivalent to that of the last 


500 years!  The "winds of change" have given way 


to an "earthquake of change."  In an earthquake 


the topography of the land changes.   Life today is undergoing the same intensity of 


change.  


 


Your Responsibility As A Change Master-Leader 


One of your most important leadership responsibilities is your personal ability to cope 


with change and its side effects.  To prevent burnout and relieve stress, you need a 


strategy and a perspective to keep you in balance and grounded in the realities of 


today.  Then you are ready to move forward into the future as a whole and confident 


person.  


Change is not new.  It is the rate of change that is affecting us so dramatically.  This 


acceleration has presented us with unique challenges.  As the rate of change 


increases we will have to increase our willingness and our ability to adapt.  


The pace of change in technology is out pacing the human ability to accept and 


assimilate it all.  So as leader, how do you stay sane, healthy, and effective in times of 


great change? 
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 Dr. Bethel’s RX to Stay Sane, Healthy, and Effective in  


 Times of Change 


 


Here are the five Ps to establish perspective and a copying strategy to avoid undue 


stress, work at your highest level, inspire your followers, and have a happier personal 


life. 


There were details and action steps with each of these five Ps.  Write as much as you 


can remember for each.  If need be, go back to the program and review them.  They 


just might save your life! 


#1 East Less  


In this part of the program I described the importance of eating less.  


• What were the key issues discussed about life style choice around eating habits? 


• What are the two most important facts you should look for when eating out or 


shopping? 


• I also discussed the “silver bullet” for good health, besides diet. What was it?  


• What do I use daily that you can use also?  It is inexpensive and gives you 


motivation and results. 


 


• There was a third point I made for good physical and mental health.  What was 


it? Why is it so important to you? 
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#2 Planning Time  


To the most effective leader possible, you will need quiet time to think, plan, and 


create your future.  


I gave you a suggestion that is probably considered heresy in our technology-driven 


society. What was it, and what is its benefit? 


Do you remember what U.S. Army (Ret.) Colonel Bill Smullen said about planning 


time? 


What does Bill do to help keep his life in perspective?  How can you apply his 


ideas to your life? 


 


#3 Peer Communications 


You will function more effectively when you have people to talk with who understand 


the joys and successes, difficulties and frustrations of leadership. 


• How did I describe peer communication and its importance? 


 


• List as many of the benefits of peer communications as possible.  


 


Be sure that you make regular plans to spend time in the company of your peers. 


 


#4 Be Patient, Kind, and Tolerant 


This point was mentioned several times.  It was to take______________ off your back.  


Remember the baby learning to walk story?  What was the point?  
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Finish my version of this sentence:  


  Anything worth doing is worth doing _________ ___ ________! 


In times of great change, the human reaction is to circle the wagons, pull in, and 


protect ourselves.  It is the good guys against the bad guys.  It is an “us against them” 


mentality…tribalism.  We must break that and cross all the lines of demarcation to find 


ways to live and work well together.  


Being tolerant is critical.  We live in a time of unprecedented change.  Diversity of 


opinions, life style, religion, and politics gives us the opportunity to show our humanity. 


 


One of my favorite little poems is: 


There is so much good in the worst of us, 


And so much bad in the best of us, 


it behooves all of us not to judge the rest of us! 


 


#5 Keep It All in Perspective 


Do you remember the serenity prayer/poem?  If you can, write those three powerful 


and life changing lines here and then write it on a piece of paper and keep it with you 


to help keep all the challenges you face daily in perspective. 


The poem/prayer: 


God grant me the___________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________ 


____________________________________________________________________. 
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Four of my friends went on a fishing trip.  I related their experience to you.  Do you 


remember what happened and what they took away from the experience? 


• What happened? 


 


• What did they learn? 


 


• What should you remember about your life from the lesson they learned? 


Two Mottos for Change in the 21st Century  


Sometimes there are little homilies that hold us in good stead as we cross the bridge 


from the past to the future.  Here are two that are helpful to keep in mind: 


• Change before you are forced to. 


(It is going to change anyway, so as a leader get out in front of the change and 


bring your followers along for the exciting ride.) 


• There is no such thing as perfection, so just do the best you can with what 


you have...right now, today...and keep on moving! 


(There is very little in life or business that you cannot go back and fix, if it turned out 


badly.  So just keep right on going!) 


 


The world has gone through more pervasive, permanent, and profound change than 


ever before in history.  Being a Change Master Leader in this environment will take all 


the talent and dedication you can muster. When you set out to make a difference, 


there is no guarantee that it will be easy.  The guarantee is that by serving your people 


as a Change Master and by trying to help them learn to change, you will be making a 


difference and be one of the New Breed Leaders we need so much! 
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The Age of Change Leading in the “New Normal”” 


   


   Bridge To The Future 


The “New Normal”---isn’t that an interesting and 


intriguing phrase?  I wish I had a crystal ball to look 


into and easily and clearly define for you what that 


means, but I cannot and neither can anyone else.  


No one on this planet knows what  “the new 


normal” really means, but I can reassure you that in 


the next few years, we will all come to see common and connecting patterns and 


process by which to live and work.  They are inventing themselves right now.  


 


The Wisdom of Arthur Schopenhauer  


The concept about change, written by German philosopher, Arthur Schopenhauer  is 


vital to your wisdom as a leader in the 21st Century. Fill-in the blanks, so that can have 


balance and understanding about the changes you will be leading your followers 


through:,  


“All truth passes through three stages:  First, it is ____________.  Second, it is ________   


_________.  Third, it is __________________as being self-evident.”  We are well on our 


way to self evident.” 


 


Guideposts On Your Leadership Journey 


Your viewpoint and philosophy about all this change will set the tone for your 


leadership and your organization.  It will make or break your effectiveness as a person 


and as a shepherd to your flock.  
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Here are four questions that can act as beginning guideposts on your leadership 


journey. 


Write a short answer to each. 


• Where do I fit now?  


__________________________________________________________________________ 


__________________________________________________________________________ 


• Where would I like to be at the end of my leadership tenure?  


__________________________________________________________________________ 


__________________________________________________________________________ 


• What do I see as the greatest possibility for me as a New Breed Leader? 


__________________________________________________________________________ 


__________________________________________________________________________ 


• What can I do to help my followers and my organization build a community 


connected by a mutual sense of purpose? 


__________________________________________________________________________ 


__________________________________________________________________________ 


 


Three Transformational Leadership Drivers  


The 21st Century Three Transformational Leadership Drivers that are sculpting our 


future are the foundation of the new normal.  They affect everything that happens to 


you, your followers, and your organization.  


Please describe these drivers and what they mean to you and your teams.  


• People First Leadership 
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• Partnerships/Alliances/Networking  


 


 


• Change and Adaptability  


 


 


The Five Fs of a Change-Master Leader 


To keep change in perspective, you and your organization will need to be 


characterized by the Five Fs. What are they? 


1. 


2. 


3. 


4. 


5. 


The Five Fs are simple keys.  As you think about them, remember that simple does not 


mean easy, and these five are no exceptions.  They are and will be difficult to achieve 


as you move your organization forward. 


As you build your leadership, you will need to examine your heart and your mind to 


define what the Five Fs mean to you. Here are the questions to ask yourself: 


• How can you use these concepts?  
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• How can you help your people understand them?  


• How do you identify core values, core principles, keys in learning, and 


capabilities?  


• What are you going to have to do?  


• How are you going to have to act? 


You must take those five keys and then break them down, saying, “This is what we need 


to do.  Now how are we going to do it, because in this century, it’s critical that a New 


Breed Leader be able to break down major factors and identify them so that they are 


trainable, actionable, and measurable. 


 


Putting the Five Fs To Work 


There are several basic principles that can help you begin using the Five Fs. Explain 


how to use them and what they do for your leadership and your followers. 


• Develop Followers 


 


 


• Develop Patience 


 


 


• Develop Steadiness 
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• Understand Transitions 


 


 


 


• Develop A Reality Check 


 


 


 


• Develop A Sense of Humor 


 


 


 


 


 


 


As 21st Century leaders, it is our job to try to define the new normal in terms of 


common bonds and shared values…..in ways that build community and create 


opportunities for everyone to use his or her skills, talents, and abilities to the highest.  


Truly great leaders of the 21st Century will possess a strategic sense, an inherent 


understanding of how the framework of their thinking and the tides of time fit together, 


and how their powers should be applied to achieve a larger purpose.  
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Fundamental Qualities of A New Breed  


Leader Leader-Change Master 


 


     Bridge To The Future 


A man is driving down the freeway, his cell 


phone rings, it’s his wife calling, “Honey I just 


heard on the news that there’s a car going the 


wrong way on the freeway.” “Heck” he said, “It’s 


not just one car. It’s hundreds of them.”   


Do you ever feel like you are going against the 


oncoming wave of change?  Are your leadership skills being tested?  Is your 


organization struggling to keep up?  Let me give you some reassurance…you are not 


alone.  This is The Age Of Change!   Accelerated change is now a way of life.  It is a 


paradox...we like it, we hate it.  We want it, we reject it.  


 


Questions To Shape Your Potential As A Change Master Leader 


To be a change master leader you must first learn to handle change yourself. Then you 


can take your skills, talents, and abilities and help others change.  Some self-evaluation 


will begin the process of determining your effectiveness. These questions will help you 


see where you've been and where you want to go.  They help you shape your personal 


and organizational vision...your mission and open the door for the strategic thinking 


you’ll need to lay a path for others to follow you into the future. 


Begin with these questions. You can add your own as you go along: 


...What changes have I experienced in the last two years? 


...What have I learned from these changes? 


...Have they improved my ability to lead?  If so, how and why? 
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...How comfortable am I with change? 


...How eager am I to face change? 


...Do I accept change willingly? 


...Can I examine my perception of change candidly?  


...Can I maintain my creativity while working through the change?  


...Can I find innovative ways to affect the outcome of change? 


...Do I have a flexible leadership style in response to change?  


...Do I keep my perspective during change? 


...How skillful am I in anticipating future change and its effects on my followers?  


   The answers to these questions will help you determine your willingness and ability to 


accept and handle change.  They will also help you set examples that inspire others 


and bring people together around a shared purpose and a common set of values. 


 


Competence Needed to Build a Strong Vision in times of Change 


Now that we’ve taken a quick inventory of your attitudes and aptitudes 


surrounding change, the question is:  What kind of competence do you 


need to build a strong vision and mission in times of change?  


There are four kids of competence:  intellectual, emotional, strategic and instinctive. 


You begin with intellectual….knowledge and education, next emotional competence 


…which is now being seen as equally important to intellectual competence.   


The third is strategic competence and last is instinctive competence which is built over 


time from the first three. 
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Strategic Competence is the key.  How many of the strategic competence steps can 


you remember from the program?  There are four.  List as many as you can: 


•  


•  


•  


•  


The strategically competent leader knows that seeing things others can’t see is not only 


a quality of leadership; it’s a responsibility.  Reinhold Niebuhr said, “Nothing worth doing 


is completed in our lifetime,” but a New Breed Leader knows it must begin in our 


lifetime.  We must have high expectations, projecting others and ourselves into a 


positive future scenario. 


 


     


The Fundamental’s of Accountability 


 


As a leader, you must define what accountability means to your organization. 


Responsibility, clear measurements, standards, and, most of all, the expectations of 


accountability must be defined and clearly presented to all members of the 


organization.  When these are clearly defined, followers can respond deliberately with 


self-control and make sound choices. 


Secretary of Defense Robert Gates is an example of an accountable leader. What did 


he do and what was the moral of the story I told about him? 


____________________________________________________________________________ 


_____________________________________________________________________________ 


_____________________________________________________________________________ 


_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Complete the following: 


When you are accountable you become an _______________, helping followers 


______ and ___________  ___________, and _____________      ____________. 


Accountability begins by doing one thing, reliably, conscientiously, with a sense of 


duty. No matter how small or large that issue, when your leadership is responsible for 


doing something that has long-term benefits, it is a powerful ___________  _________. 


 


The Five Guideposts of Transformational Leadership 


  


 


With each of these circles/steps in mind, describe how 


you use them to become a transformational leader.  


Then describe how they affect your followers and your 


organization. 


 


Commitment of the Leader 


 


 


Creation of a Vision 


 


 


Creativity, Enthusiasm & Imagination 


          Ideas & Actions 


 


 


            Energetic Committed Followers 
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The Language of Leadership 


The dictionary defines communication as "fostering understanding."  Obviously that is 


an accurate definition, but to lead and make a difference you'll need to take 


communication skills to the next level:  turning understanding into action.  If you are a 


leader who can communicate effectively, you will be able to: 


Finish these sentences: 


• Motivate and inspire people to ________  _________. 


• Build __________________________and trust. 


• ______________ focus on the issues. 


• Provide _________________    ________________. 


• __________________communication breakdowns 


• Clear away extraneous issues and get to _________  _________. 


 


There are three critical messages you need to express as often as possible. They give 


power to your leadership and vitalize your organization.  What are they? 


 


Message #1 


 


 


 


Message #2 


 


 


 


Message #3 
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Positive Actions to Take 


Learn to communicate better, and you increase exponentially your chance of being a 


highly successful 21st Century leader. 


Here are six positive actions you can take to produce better results because of your 


increased capacity as a wordsmith.  How did I describe each and their benefits? 


• Avoid War Language 


• Praise What’s Right—Train for What’s Wrong 


• Be Careful of “Win” and “Lose” Words 


• Encourage Feedback 


• Resolve Conflicts 


• Ask Effective Questions 


 


People will follow your lead if you communicate to them something in which to 


believe.  They want to find fulfillment in their work.  They want to be inspired and feel a 


part of something that matters.   


Your ability to touch their hearts, hopes and dreams is the magic of these three vital 


messages.  People will stay longer, try harder, and care more if you give them reasons.   


In the crush of daily events, visionary leaders bring out the best in others…they are the 


Change Masters.  
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The Critical Change Basics Needed to Prosper, Ignore 


Them and Risk Failure 


 


   Bridge To The Future 


Understanding the profound basics of the human 


change process prepares you to avoid making 


serious leadership mistakes.  If you ignore them, you 


risk failure.  Grow stronger with the philosophies and 


actions that give the proper sense of urgency to 


your leadership strategies.  


 


Call To Action 


The call to action in our new decade is:  


Make no small plans for they have no power to stir your soul! 


Since it is going to change anyway, why not be courageous and make some bold, 


exciting plans to shape your personal life and do your part to make the world a better 


place to live and work?  


What were the three important pieces of groundwork that will help launch a new 


understand about the critical basics needed to prosper in time so of change? 


1. 


 


2. 


 


3. 
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Four Universal and Timeless Factors of How and Why People React To Change 


Most effective people and leaders understand and use these four basic factors in 


order to lead others in times of great change. 


I find it interesting that they each come in 3s.  Here is a clue, remember, 3 of anything 


is a pattern, leaders see the patterns, learn as much as possible about them, and get 


out in front of them to lead. 


Here is the first set of these interesting 3s. Fill in the blanks. 


• 3 Ps of change:  permanent, pervasive and _________________ 


• 3 kinds of change:  temporary, _________________, and permanent. 


• 3 sources of change:  ______________local and or national 


 


If you are to help others change, it is important to know that there are three impetuses 


that cause people to change. What are they, how do we recognize them, and what 


can you as a leader do to help your followers understand them? 


Impetuses  Recognize them                     Understand them 


1. 


 


 


2. 


 


 


3. 
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When people become frightened, threatened, or uncertain about change, they 


normally do one of these three things in response.  List the three with a short 


description: 


1. 


 


2. 


 


3.  


 


Those are the four universal and timeless factors of how and why people react to 


change.  They can be excellent tools by which to live your own life and be a intelligent, 


sensitive, open leader who is viewed as a change master! 


 


How To Have Some Control Over Change and The Future. 


Lets’ look at the eight steps to keep followers engaged while learning to live and 


thrive on change and how not to be overwhelmed by change.  I will list them, and 


your job is to explain how to implement them. 


• Become A Quick Change Artist 
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• Commit Fully To Your Job 


 


• Accept Ambiguity and Uncertainty 


 


• Stay In School 


 


• Become An Expert 


 


• Hold Yourself Accountable 


 


• Add Value 


 


• See Yourself As A Service Center 


 


• Manage Your Own Morale 
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A Sense Of Humor And Why It Builds Productivity And Team Unity  


A well-developed sense of humor is one of the most charismatic qualities of 


leadership. When things are changing all around us, a sense of humor keeps us sane 


and allows our followers to develop their own sense of balance.   


Humor can counteract the _______ of change.   


A good sense of humor sustains people when ________________________.   


It can give everyone a momentary “_____________________.” 


A sense of humor can conquer ______________ and subdue inflated _____________.   


It can diffuse __________ and _______.  It can take an impossible situation and change 


it to an _______________. 


 A sense of humor helps others in times of change by acting as an emotional safety 


valve.   Research has shown that people and organizations rarely succeed unless 


some fun or humor is involved. 


The old axiom, "If you take yourself too seriously, no one else will" is key.  The most 


effective leaders are self-accepting, spontaneous, and can laugh at themselves when 


they make mistakes.  They can see the lighter side of a situation.  They can use humor 


as a vehicle to express their feelings and to renew and encourage others.  They know 


how to have fun and can turn routine tasks into enjoyable experiences.   


 


In Closing: 


For many people, life today seems to have little gray areas.  It is either the most 


exciting time to be alive or the most frightening.  Understanding the critical basics of 


change will help you give them the tools they need to not only survive the change but 


to handle it, accept it, and even thrive. 
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